FMC+ CONNECTORS
Based on Samtec's SEARAY™ High-Speed Array system, FMC+ connectors are 560 I/O high-speed array connectors for FMC+ carriers and daughter cards.

ASP-184329-01 • ASP-184330-01

RFMC CONNECTORS
Based on Samtec's LP Array™ Low Profile, High-Speed Array system, RFMC connectors are 320 I/O high-speed array connectors for RFMC carriers.

LPAF-40-03.0-S-08-2-K-TR

JACK SCREW STANDOFFS
Samtec JSO series precision board stacking standoffs assist with mating and unmating the RFMC connectors, RFMC carriers and daughter cards on the ZCU111.

JSO-0415-01
SAMTEC PRODUCTS SUPPORTING QORVO RF FRONT END

RFMC CONNECTORS
LPAM-04-01.0-S-08-2-K-TR

.S100" SOCKETS AND TERMINALS
TSW-104-07-F-S • TSW-122-07-F-S • TSW-202-07-F-S

SMA CONNECTORS
SMA-J-P-H-ST-EM1

Samtec’s FAEs and team of technical experts stand ready to assist you with your next design project. Our Capabilities include: Mechanical Samples • ECAD/MCAD Files • Contract PCB layout • PCB layout design review
FAE technical support • SI Evaluation Kits • Signal Integrity Support
Please e-mail SIG@samtec.com for more information.